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PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY 
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by 
John Robert Wolbach 
ABSTRACT 
is the process of using photo-
areas to be etched 
Photolithography permits batch 
de-
geometries, directly affects device 
are composed of polymers which alter 
photbresist coating to ultraviolet light 
which is a transparent plate containing 
portions, a series of 
images is created on the semicon-
this semiconductor wafer consists 
thin surface layer of silicon di-
wafer is now immersed in an acid etchant, 
be removed from those areas which are not 
· by the photoresist ~ The photog1~a~pl1ic images 
present in the mask are thus transferred to 
............ --------_......--~~~·. 
, I 
\'ia.f er. 
reduction and dup-
the desired device 
Highly accurate geometries result from 
·· · ..• fflhe photoli thographic facilities which have been 
the semiconductor laboratory at Lehigh 
described, and equipment operation a.rid 
Some methods of eval-
process are discussed, and 
evaluation of two photo-
products are describede 
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ABSTRACT 
is the process of using nboto-
areas to be etched 
Photolithography permits batch 
geometries, directly affects device 
are composed of polymers which alter 
photoresist coating to ul·traviolet light 
which is a transparent plate containing 
portions, a series of 
is created on the surface 
wafer consists 
thin surface layer of silicon di-
\vafer is now immersed in an acid etchant, 
be removed from those areas which are not 
The photographic images 
mask are thus transferr,ed t;o 
reduction and dup--
the desired device 
Highly accurate geometries result from 
--1-
facilities which have been 
the semiconductor laboratory at Lehigh 
described, and equipment operation and 
Some methods of evalua-
discu_ssed, and. 
of ttvO photo-
are describedo 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTIOI'l" 
diodes to Large Scale Integrated Circuits~ 
monolithic circuit fabrication is the capa-
defining minute ( several micron.s to a few hun-
a semicon-
which certain processing steps are 
properties of semiconductor materials 
local impurity concentration~ 
of introducing selected -ty·pes 
of impuritieso Since most use-
diffuse quite slo\vly in silicon 
since the oxide is 
it is convenient to 
a mask to achieve selective 
Diffusion windows may be cut in 
selectively etching the silicon dioxidee 
are used to protect those areas not to 
The term pl1.otoli thography refers to the con1-
photoresist and etching procedurese 
of useful devices requires multiple 
with different characteristics, to be 
-3-
I 
m~ 
, 1 n11s 1% seve ra~i. r 
requirement of precise registration of ea~ch 
Finally, photoresist processes are used to 
of a me.tallic f'ilrn 
surface to provide elec~ 
. 
· Fhotoresists are generally composed of light sensi-
solvent baseo Applied to the semi-
as a thin coating, they are exposed to 
a mask, a transparent plate containing opaque 
desired device geometrye The light energy 
After chemically removing the soluble 
remains on the surface, 
. 
etched, and protecting the 
falls into two major 
_The first, concerned with the theory of 
of the chemical and 
the performance of 
photoresists. The second, concerned with 
comprises an instruction 
carried out in the semicon-
CHltPTER T~WO 
. PROCESS OUTLII'JE 
provides an overview of the photolith-
It serves to provide a background for 
and to establish 
that the interrelations between processing 
apparento Steps in a typical process are 
order in which they 
It should be borne in mind that photo-
employed a number of times throughout the 
sequence. See the 1lowchart in 
semiconductor manufacturing is a batch pro-
device standpoint, photolithography is de-
process from the wa~er standpoint. 
handled, and sometimes even processed 
'Ehis handling implies two problems, expense 
The latter is far more significanta 
are exceedingly 
environment. 
the entire photolithography 
out under clean room conditions 
acceptable device yield is to be 
-5-
Slice 
Photolith-
ography 
Diffusion 
.Re-oxidation 
Ion Implantation 
· Pyrolytic dep-
osition 
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Device 
Design 
IvJask 
Preparation 
Metallization 
Photolith-
ography 
Device test--
ing, Separa.tion 
Packaging 
The general requirements are: laminar air flow 
to achieve particle counts on the order of 
foot of air, de-ionized water filtered to 
area, 
grade reagents$ In addition, 
used in photolithography emit 
must be made -to exhaust these 
about to be subjected to the 
just emerged from 
Oxidation refers to the growth of a 
500 to 15 000· ~ thick, on 
a semiconductor slice0 This, of course, 
in a furnace at 950 to 1200 °c, in the 
If the slice is removed 
clean environment, and im-
resist, no intermediate cleaning 
If, however, considerable time has 
the slice has been handled, 
I"Iul tiple 
or acids, 
scrubbing or ultrasonic agitation 
trace of water vapor, the slice * lS 
-7-
at 200 °c or above for about an hour$ In this 
desicator, and 
coated with photoresist~ 
case where photolithography is used to define 
·· ... ':' 
, ' ., ·, ·, . • .. - ,• .. , . ·. 
- '. 
the wa.fer, a.fter oxidation and selective 
the connection points, is metallized~ 
the deposition of a thin ( 1 000 to 10 000 i) 
usually aluminum, on the surface of the 
wafero 
the $lice refers to the application of liquid P.'h'.O"Gid;l'.'esist to the waf'er in such a manner that it can be 
thin, uniform, pinhole-free film, typically 
thickG This is usually accomplished by 
high speeds (1 000 to 10 000 rpm) 
is applied, and until it is nearly 
thickness of the coating obtained by ~this 
pr_imarily a function o~ the viscosity and spin 
coating ·1have been investigated, 
is most commonly employed on the pro~ 
two thin layers are applied, ~o minimize 
photoresists are sensitive primarily 
radiation, this and the following step 
.................. --------~~-~-
.. 
' l 
I· 
I 
' .. 
appropriate safelight illumination~ 
red or gold rluorescent .,!- .., vuoes, 
or by covering light sources 
air drying, the photoresist must 
bakinge Temperatures on the order 
10 to 20 minutes are used. 
Of course, the infrared 
.and Exposure 
refers to the manipulation of a mask and the 
such that the mask images are in 
the areas defined by prior pro-
is accomplished by moving the slice with 
mask with micrometer adjustments~ The 
are both held, usually by vacuum, in a 
to avo.id 
mask@ The operator views the operation 
or metallurgical microscope~ This system 
accuracies on the order of one 
is satisfactorily achieved, the 
mask must be brought into intimate contact for 
accomplished by springs or gas pressure. 
-9-
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1 . 
collimated, or light rich in 
is passed through the mask 
pr~determined exposure time~ A 
arc lamp is a convenient source of UV 
shutter may be used to control the expos-
just described is known as contact 
is capable of good resolution \vi th rela-
equipment o Unfortunately, contact between 
~.lice inevitably leads to abrasion, damaging ·the 
reducing image qualityG This difficulty could 
print~ng, but projection lenses 
quality are not easily manu~actured, and 
limit resolution in this system~ 
is currently under\vay toward replacing the 
electron beam exposure~ 
and exposure processese 
a finely focussed scanning 
intervals to 
cross-linking of the resist poly--
exposed areas, it is now necessary to rernove 
resist film. This 
organic solvents or aqueous solutions 
-10-
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Occasionally, several different 
These operate partly by dissolv-
and also by loosening and mech-
of resist~ Both immersion 
the latter 
The developer solutions may 
that all resist particles are 
image resulting £rom the previous 
First, the cross-
ofpolymers which makes the resist resistant has 
proceeded to the maximum possible exten-t o 
resist contains solvent molecules. These re-
the coating, and may 
bal{ing, prefer-
1The temper-
is somewhat critical, ranges from 80 to 150 
this step that the photoresist performs 
By chemical removal of those areas 
by the resist, the 
originally present in the photomask is 
-11-= 
semiconductor wafer. The requirements 
silicon dioxide without attack-
Hydrofluoric acid buffered with 
this purpose. 
metallization etching, phosphoric 
over the etching process is necessary 
the photoresist has performed its protective 
. it must be completely removed from the \-Jaferm 
may be accomplished with organic solvents, acids ' 
For stripping resist after met-
must be used to avoid damage to the 
resist over oxide, boiling in acid is 
The choice of alternative techniques 
-
of cost, and the problem of contam-
or oxide with either metal ions or 
this section on processing, it must be 
be defined. Partly 
interests seem to have hindered the 
-12-
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! 
inf'ormation, and partly because of 
requirements for different devices, 
parallel techniques have evolved f'or almost 
of the manufacturing sequencee In many cases, 
error can serve to establish the details 
Which best suit the indivual user's needs. 
-13-
CHAPTER THREE 
PHOTO RESISTS 
deals with the chemical and physical 
photo-
There are two basic types of photoresists, 
working and positive \JllOrkingo A nega~tive VJork-
when exposecl 
a positive resist becomes 
products intended specifically for the 
industry are available from sever)al 
Figure 2 presents a table, com.p·iled from 
. 
,...,,. in rei-
showing comparative properties of 
neither desirable nor feasible to 
the basic mechanisms by which these products 
which a photoresist polymer must 
It must .form an amorphous, pinhole 
coating, which does not alter the 
-14-
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\..n 
I 
96 solids 
by weight 
Index of 
refraction* 
Relative 
sensitivity 
Developer 
Resolution 
(microns) 
Postbake 
temp(f ( 0 0) 
Comments 
·· 396 cam 504 485 ~ 555 . 75~100 
1"554 lc541 ............ 
fairly high high high 
--organic solvent (petroleum distillate)--
150 
Req.uires ex-
tensive pur-
ification 
about 1 
150 
Adhesion to 
Si02 not al-
ivays good 
less than 1 
100 - 140 
Ne·vJ 
Figure 2 Comparative Properties of Photoresistst 
xylene 
56 ~ 62 
15 
lc5465 
high 
N-butyl acetate: 
about 1 
150 
lJ11cle rclz.·t-t ing 
so111etimes a 
J) ro 't) 1 ern 
I 
f-' 
CJ) 
I 
·viscosity 
(cps) 
% solids 
by weight 
Index of 
refraction* 
Relative 
sensitivity 
Deve10-per 
Resolution 
(microns) 
Postbake 
temp~ (OC) 
Comments 
* f;od.ium Light 
-
.· 34··-·37 23 -27 
30 
1~555 1Q557 
medium medium 
-- aqueous alkaline (contains KOH)--
below 100 
Unsatisf'ac-tory 
for alumir1um 
- -- - = ~ ----- - -------
150 
good resolution 
ivith thicker 
f'ilms 
Cor1 t ir1 ued 
17-18 
lo562 
low 
aqueous 
less than 1 
80 
l\Jon=alkaline 
develo·per 
properties of the 
It must be soluble in a sol~ 
relatively high vapor pressure to assure ~orma-
thin, uniform films~ The polymer itself must 
working resists generally operate both by 
polymerization of monomers, and cross-
Positive 
degraded or decomposed under the influence 
itself ma_y be 
it may be sen-
or 
lighto 
involves a 
which a considerable number of molecules 
material of high molecular weight, 
more@ Polyfunctional monomers may 
the monomer mixt.ure to promote crossliri..king, 
of the polymer,, 
especially oxygen, 
a relatively soluble low molecular 
polymerization occurs vii th monomers 
-17-
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free radical initiation and propagation~ 
· radicals are generated vJhen various organic 
are exposed to lighto 
a polymer occurs when two 
chains interact to produce 
product. Oros slinking rnay 
polymers subject to photosensitized dimer-
exposed to light o 1:'Iul tiple dimerization 
in multiple 
Alternatively, additives mixed with the 
provide multiple crosslinking functiona.li·ty 
Kodak Thin Film Resist ( I(irFR ) uses 
synthetic polymero The polymer 
a partially cyclized cis-polyiso-
structure shown in figure 3~ 
photoinitiatoro 
is based 
ester solution of carboxymethyl ethers 
resinso The photosensitizing agents are 
photolyze to alkali-soluble 
resist, Gf-F Microline 102 employs 
crosslinked polymer based on an acrylic 
photoinitiator is of the diazol group, 
-18-
CH 
/ 3, 
Proposed Structure of KTFR polymerc (Ref D 
upon exposure~ 
of this system is the low metal 
6hoioe or a positiye or negative resist depends 
of the particular applicatio11. * 
working resists facilitate 
Since the areas to be etched are 
mask is transparent, and the existing 
are visible and easily aligned. A 
resist would require a primarily opaque 
the difficulty of alignment@ ( A sol-
problem will be discussed in the next 
positive resists are preferred, 
protected (the desired inter-
the mask, again 
With positive resists, those 
the mask remain light sensitive. 
-19-
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multiple exposure, and allo\vs the resist to 
by flooding it with ultraviolet, rendering it 
is the fabrication of Iv1etal--Oxide ...... 
devicese Here, contamination of the oxide 
severely degrades device performancee 
chemicals 
content. 
which a photoresist is applied to the 
substrate decidedly affect its ultimate 
Prior to application, the substrate must 
cleaned and baked (at about 200 °c for one 
the oxideo 
coating, which has been described in 
thickness of a coating produced by this 
The vis-
of course, be adjusted by dilution with an 
solvent o Higher spin speeds ( 7 500 rpm) 
across 
Slower speeds permit formation 
-20-
spi11ning causes 
solvent evaporation. 
substrate during 
give r~se to thickness variations known as 
can overcome some of the di.ff'icul ties 
stringent con-
Spraying seerns 
·thickness versus 
productso These 
starting point for selecting spin speeds and 
to obtain a desired coating thicknesse Thin 
naturally, yield improved resolution, 1.vhile 
less likely to develop pinholeso 
done ~~r about 30 seconds, although 
the spinner affect 
to pro.duce a uniform coating for a given 
usually filtered at the point of applic-
filters rated at 0&5 to leO 
ror this purpose, but they must be 
resist's solvent systemo A con-
the resist, especially for 
use, is a hypodermic syringe 
capacity. 
-21-
thin layers of resist are applied~ 
minimizes pinholes, since the second 
defects in the first® With some resists, 
is riot feasible because the second coat 
resulting in only one effective 
any case, double coated films are more likely 
thickness variations. 
considered next is the important ractor of 
A resist which adheres poorly to the sub-
dimensional changes during develop~ 
has considered the relation between the dim-
the resist polymers, and the lattice char-
the substrate to which they are applied~ 
polymers are periodic structures, 
result if the equatorial spacing 
the inter-atomic distance of 
This may be accomplished by choosing the 
since, as the temperature 
to uncoilQ Eventually, 
temperature, an optimum number of tarl.-
are made to the atoms of the substrate. 
verified experimentally, although 
factor in determining resist 
hydrophilicity of the substrate and 
-22-
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I 
are essential-.. 
hydrophilic 
Treatment with an 
The 
silane reacts with whatever water is 
surface, yielding HCl and a siloxane 
The resulting film allows almost perfect ad-
.a photoresiste5 
coating, the resist is usually given a pre-
The purpose is to re-
substratee This improves the resist's 
distorting forces during develop~ 
If the s\1ell-
the images may become permanently dis-
high a pre-bake temperature might, of course, 
.e.rosslinking. Even at lower temperatures, an 
to a layer of residual scum in 
uneven etchinge If 
back of the slice should 
drive the solvents 
available photoresists are sensitive 
cas23-
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HiO"h pressure 0 ... 
are an ideal source~ 
employed_ e Xenon 
are also suitable, but their 
output requires the use of a filter, 
Works OS 1-69, to prevent baking of 
.A mercury-xenon lamp would exhibit improved 
to the continuous nature of the xenon 
mercury lines~ The 
of several photoresists are 
Unfortunately, since dif~erent 
n standard u lamps, only approJc-
a specific period of time~ 6 Ilten has 
consumption of the photo-reactive species 
The exposure • lS 
Dadiation over time. 
"' r e c i .,,... 
between exposure intensity and time 
does not actually damage the resist, 
and refracted into the resist 
on the maskct 
-24-
causes only the top layer of the resis·t 
The result is poor adhesion of negative re-
in6omplete development or positive resists~ 
or light required to prevent underexposure 
by the· absorbance 0£ the resist and the 
coating.7 The optical density of resists 
across the spectrumo Tf the resist ab-
at the wavelengths supplied by the lamp, 
required to initiate the photoreaction 
the top layer, and never reach the 
Ideally the photoresist 
transparent to permit most 
light energy to reach the substrate 
the exposure level required may depend 
If the substrate 
those ivavelengths of the primary light bean1 to 
by the resisto 
transmits tl'lese 
reflected beam will not aid exposure. 
and hence wavelengths re~lected, of a 
varies with thickness, optimum ex-
interact with incident 
which alter th·e 
-25== 
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Ususally this does not pose 
because the substrate is not ner-L 
and the incident light is not mono-
beam exposure8 ' 9 of photoresists may be 
or for direct (mask-
wafero Ordinary 
although special purpose electron 
based on acrylic polymers are 
advantages to electron beam e}~-
First, resolution is improved because the elec-
focussed to a spot size an 
than the \AJavelength of ultra.-
Half micron lines can be resolved w~th 
than O .1 micron '1vill be at 0ain-
Second, because alignment 
electronically, positional accuracy of 
micron is easily obtained. Because the 
electron beam is typically 40 
the workpiece does not degrade 
Finally, because the electro:r1 beam is 
than optical exposure. This is 
-26-
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,, 
for mask preparation, in light of the 
Direct electron beam 
slices is feasible only for de-
to. be produced by conventional 
· Increased resist sensitivity \vould permit 
. 
. 
factor. In addition, be-
in the resist, thin coat-
to achieve optimum resolution. 
resistance, and are more susceptible 
Moreover, the increased electron densities 
coatings may damage the sub-
altering its chemical or electronic 
of exposure, the resist is dev-
It is then usually 
solvents, promote 
and improve 
longer 
yi..eld increasing adhesion and etch resistance. 
adhesion also implies more dif-
the photoresist after it has served 
plastic flow of the photoresist may 
·temperatures, decreasing dimensional 
post--bake parameters are pre_,, 
-27-
gro~n silicon dioxide (Si02 ) is commonly 
. hydrof'luoric acid> (HF) o 'The reaction is 
Si02 + 6 HF ::·· .. ,,_ H2SiF6 + 2 H20o 
out in a dilute solution of HF buffered 
ammonium fluoride (NH4 F)o ~ 11 A typical formula is 
(49%), 60 ml H2o, and 40 gm N"".tI4 F. This should 
of about 13 i I sec at room temper-
elevated temperatures, the etch rate is con-
Oxide grown in \vet oxygen etches 
grown in dry oxygen, since the 
proceeds downward into the 
the re-
which can degrade 
the Etch Factor, which is 
Etch Factors of unity are accept-
factors would be desirable$ 
important, since of the oxide is 
the pattern is useless. If over--
pronounced~ In 
wafer is periodically checked for comnletion 
the estimated etch time is approached. 
encountered with etching is a sharp 
' 
i 
I 
' 
,, 
I 
! ; i . 
! 
'· . 
I 
. V Etch Fac'tor = X 
4 Definition o~ Etch Factor (12) 
in etc.h rate near the oxide-silicon interface~ 
mechanical stresses at the interface, 
from the presence of dopants~ Near 
silicon surface, the etch rate may be more than 10 
:near the surface of the oxide@ 13 
of the stripping process has been 
Organic strippers are commonly 
They do not actually dissolve the resist, . . ' .. : . . .._ ·.. . 
., 
' . . 
t:ea:tb.et. the penetration of sol vent molecules among 
pesist polymers causes the polymers to swell, ,treak-
the substrate. Because they do not 
reaction, the solvents are not rapid-
·rhe ease 
depends on the degree of post-
-29-
usually requires mechanical 
o£ten done at temperatures o~ 90 to 
strippers oxidize the organic photoresist 
Two widely used strippers 
sulphuric acid (H2so4 )/ hydrogen 
(3:l)e Both are used hot (70 
exhausted \vhen most of the 
consumed, so the number of slices they can 
the photoresist is 
at low temperatures (50 to 100 °c) by the 
plasma with the resist 
other oxides. The 
inserted into a quartz reactor tube which 
and evacuated. Oxygen is admitted to 
10 Torr., a11d ar1 
The rate of resist 
on the operating pressu_re ar1d gas flo\v 
wafers (2 inch size) can be stripped in 
about 10 minutes, at 
plasma stripping is the 
layer o,;.. These have 
detrimental effect on MOS devices~ 
-30-
CHAPTER FOUR 
MASKS AND RESOLUTION 
not necessary to discuss in detail 
some 
the~r characteristics is necessary to ap-
rele,. they play in photoli thography. 1-\ photo-
coating a flat plate of thin glass 
silicon wafers to be used, with 
or metal layer capable of pro-
contrast imagese 
methods of mask production, 
several types of masks, the 
of the photolithography process will 
step, of course, in the preparation of 
design of the device to be produced 
device designer must be aware of the 
limitations of the photoresist process 
use of its capabilitiesQ Inter-
Design may be employed at this point 
while saving engineering 
is completed, the masks may be laid 
-31-
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referred to as artwork preparation. 
eight different masks are required to 
Tl1e art-
drawn 100 to 800 times the size of the 
It is desirable to use a transparent 
since this may be backlighted for 
increasing contrasto 
cut-and-peel films 
A cut-and-peel film consists of a 
layer (u_sually red) lamin.ated to 
film base ( usually J.vlylar) e Rubyli tl1. is one 
a cut-and-peel film producto The desired 
opaque layer, the unvJan·ted portion 
yielding a master transparency. 
plate coated with opaque 
The coating is removed by continuous scribing 
Glass scribing plates offer improved 
but cut-and-
in cost and easier to useo 12 
(or plate scribed) on a large pre-
a coordinatograph. This 
The manual process may 
digitizing the device design, 
bed plotter to cut or scribe 
or course, if computer aided design has 
previously, the latter method 
-32-
be used. 
transparencies are next reduced 
process camera or 
These are equipped with large back-
holding the artwork, and high 
designed for photographing two-dimensional 
minimum of distortion& Lenses of this 
have .focal lengths o.f about 24 inches, and 
the· order of f/10~ The result of this re-
photographic plate about two to four inches 
reticleo 
and 17 describe an alternate process 
produced directly from the dig-
· The reticle is produced at 10 times ·the 
size by assembling small rectangular • images 
photographic plate. Data is entered 
or other stroage medium, or directly 
This controls an adjustable rectangular 
plateholder table, or stage, and 
The rectangle size may be varied, in less 
from 0.5 to 120 mils, in 0.5 mil in-
may be located anywhere on a fo·ur inch 
mil increments~ Reticles may 
20 to 100 times faster 
techniques. 
-33-
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and multiply reproduced i11 
a master masko This is known 
It is accomplished by 
step-and-repeat instru-
The stage, carrying the photographic plate 
moves linearly, and 
flashed at ppogrammed intervals to expose 
Linear optical encoders pro-
method permits image placement repeat-
micronso 
rate and registration between masks can 
step-and-repeat 
This is equipped with four to six lamps, 
lenses, to simultaneously expose s.e,reral 
0 t 17 in a se .. o 
mask resulting from the above process is 
by contact printing to produce the work-
" 
are actually used to expose the semi-
Three types of working masks are 
are the emulsion, chromium, and 
-34-
Ivlasks 
emulsion mask is simply a high res-
plate. This is a glass plate, 0~060 
and two to four inches square, 
halide gelatin emulsionQ The glass 
for low thermal expansion, and is flat t,o 
The mask is processed, 
to :yield opaque 
areas in the emulsiono The opaque areas 
density of about 3 o 5, v1here optical 
is defined as follows: 
d ___ incident light _ir~tensity ensity = LoglO transmitted light intensity 
nature of the photosensitive 
or the emulsion, and because of its thickness 
the resolution of this 
to about one micron& In addition, 
is subject to distortion during the 
development proceSSe 
signif'icant drawback of emulsion 
vulnerability to abrasion. During the 
process, the emulsion is easily scratched, 
be generated be-
These defects may be assumed to 
throughout the plate* Thus, 
increased probability of in-
-35-
maske. 
Masks 
This effect can considerably re-
Consequently, emulsion masks 
frequently~ 
by the relatively low cost of 
mask18 is physically similar to 
that the image-containing 
and better defined~ It is 
deposition of a 1 000 1i thj_ck 
glass plateo Images are nroduced 
exposing the 
step-and"""!-repeat instrument, and etching in 
or acid solution, such as hydrochloric acid. 
of chromium masks is improved over 
Oe3 micron lines have ., oeen rou-
This is partly a result of the com-
opaque layer., Also, vJi th an 
micron coating, the 
a chromium mask will 
zero to the density of the metal layer over 
distance of about O .1 micron. 1I'his compares 
micron for the emulsion mask" 11:he im-
optical density gradient results in an 
in dimensional accuracy of the 
-36-
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primary advantage of chromium masks is 
damage Ii; Dependin.g u·pon 
factors of 10 to 10 000 
emulsion masko The principal drav1bac1'cs 
are higher cost, and the possibility of 
of the chromium surface 
masks are in fact opaoue 
·- -
but tra:nspar 12nt 
-
This makes them eminen~ly 
with positive resistso The photo-
is a grainless dye film, about three 
The resolution capability of this type 
bettero In image aualtiJ 
resistance, the trans·parent; mask. seems to 
the emulsion mask and the chrome mask. 
the mask images is accomplished simply 
the plate to ammonia (N1l3) gas for about 
is the measure of a photographic 
reproduce extremely fine detail~ 
which affect the resolution of the 
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process have been mentioned previously~ 
contact printing process itself 
set by the geometry 
resist, and the type of radiation used for 
example, let us consider an ideal mask and 
by a perfectly collimated light 
resist are in perfect contact, 
forms a per-
-
It can be shovi1n20 that if the maslr 
separated by a distance le,ss than the 
or slit to be reproduced, the effects of 
will not be too severe~ Figure 5 shows 
the,intensity distribution for several cases 
Of course, there is a lower limit to 
slit width, set by the wavelength of the 
exposure$ 
Light Intensity 
Distribution 
A--No separation 
B--Separation equals 
slit ~,idth 
C--Separation three 
times slit \vidth 
Diffraction Effects (20) 
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the non-zero thickness of the 
always occurs. Naturally, it 
thicker resist films0 In addition, 
non-flatness of the mask, non-uniformity of 
coating, or the presence of dirt, perfect con-
Finally, imperfectly collimated 
reflections from the substrate scatter 
into the supposedly masked areaso The 
sometimes kno\~Jn 
in figure 60 It is seen tha.t 
resists offer potentially bet~er resolution, 
any resist is inadvertantly removed from the 
interface, the remaining polymer settles 
pl~cee This results in the relatively 
overall resolution of the photolithography pro-
limitations of contact 
~on-ideali ty of masks and photoresists, a.nd j 
detrimental factors introduced in pro-
as undercutting during etching, or swell~ 
the problem of regis-
device geometries which 
Registration between 
registration achieved 
process depends upon the skill of the 
-39=-
accuracy of two microns can be 
and one micron is possible \vi th care 0 
Incident Light 
Glass 
Emulsion 
Photoresist 
Silicon Dioxide 
Silicon 
Reflection and Diffraction Effects (reflection exaggerated) 
Resist 
Substrate 
Resist 
Substrate 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PROCESS INSTRUCTIONS 
from the foregoing discussion that 
Nevertheless, certain guidelines or 
·processes may be definedo It is the purpose of 
these guidelines, 
have proved effective 
microelectronics laboratory at Lehigh University~ 
will contain descriptions of 
operating instructions, and specific in-
ror carrying out the photoresist process~ 
preliminary comments are in order~ ~irst, 
several 
Therefore·,, safety precautions have 
l'Jext, the irn-
cleanliness to the success of the photoresist / 
Not only will the 
the devices be altered by dust particles, 
seriously 
::iit:tlt;~t tb.e···.iresult.ing device characteristics' or cause 
.Jb6ntia.ll1:tnati•on of the diffusion or oxidation furnaces. 
instruction is this: be certain 
equipment is clean before you use it. 
-41-
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the laboratory, switch on the hood 
safelight illuminatione Close the door, 
it until all photosensitive materials 
is to be used .for pre- or post-baking, 
to preheat it, as it takes about an 
at the "High" setting ¢1 V!hen the 
indicates the desired temperature, 
The left hand nLimit 11 con-
somewhat above the temperature you 
in the coating process is preparing 
If the slices have just emerged from 
or oxidation furnace, they require no prep-
than cooling in a dry dust-free environment~ 
-the slices have been stored for some time, 
have been handled extensively, the follo'ttring 
followed: Bake tl1e slices 
.for one hour to drive off water vapor, 
trichlorethylene, follov.;ed by acetone, 
is evident, the slices can 
a cotton swab, followed by a thorough 
-42-
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to remove dirt and cotton fiberse ; 1b· . ~h ,.,, ... en v e 
is comple·te ,( place the slices " 21'1 a 
If they are not to be coated i~ned-
be sto·red in isopropyl alcohol~ 
should be stored for later disposal@ 
inhalation of organic solvent 
keeping all open solvent containers within 
Prolonged contact with the solvents will 
skin. (Most solvents used in 
temporary irritation rather 
physical harme 21 ) 
con~enient to prepare the photo-
Five, 10, and 20 cc hypo-
lab, along \11ith 
particulate matter, the resist 
the point of application. A 
available 
Millipore Corporation sales literature 
for further information on this 
filter holder, and syringe are equipped 
which are assembled by pressing 
-43-
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twisting in the manner o.f a right-hand 
Remove the plunger from the syringe be-
the filtero Once the filter is in place, 
plunger, or the filter may tear, since 
supports it only against pressure. 
photoresist, using the 
thinnero Pour about one-
o~ resist into the syringe for 
coated~ 
must be used near its slowest speed for 
Setting the speed control at the 
VJi th the 
be controlled with the 
The vacuum pump must be running before 
be used, since wafers are held on the 
a slice, place it on the spinner chuck, 
as well as possible. With the slice 
/s.-tati.ona.ry, · apply enough drops o.f photoresist in the 
half its area" 
syringe to avoid 
Immediately spin 
that as the resist thins out, a 
fringes are seen to radiate out-
Continue spinning for 15 seconds 
-44-
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Tringes stop radiating, to dry the 
· the slice, depress the spin..11er • s nvacuum n 
offo Coated slices may be 
a quadrant dish and air dried in the amber 
which protects them from dirt and 
is recommended for the resist being 
has dried for 
As an example, Micro-Neg should 
10 minutese Use the dark-
baking operations e After bal{ing, 
the amber cabinete 
or cooling, 
If some resist remains, 
to tl1e 
contamination. Xylene is a good 
photoresistso The Iilter holder 
disassembled, and a cleaning \vire 
Air dry the clean com-
hood, taking care to avoid recon~ 
and Exposure 
and exposure console, a product of 
Company, utilizes a stationary 
swinging microscope and ex-
-45-
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The alignment fixture, sketched in 
held by vacuumt) ·The vacuum slice 
with coarse and fine adjustments to 
in three dimensions and rotation 
assembly is rotated by a small n1otor, 
positions by a pneumat-
The exposure source is a 
arc lamp, with a prreu-
a.ctuated shutter, collimating lenses, and a 
adjusting diaphragmo The lamp is equipped 
monitoring controller. The micro-
image type, with adjustable ob-
the alignment and exposure process by tr1rn-
power switches on the lamp power supply and 
consoleo Start the vacuum pump and air 
·verify that the timer and ultraviolet 
controller switches are off, then turn on 
switch on the power unite 
it is convenient to install the de-
the mask is dirty, it n1ay be clea.ned 
such as ethyl alcohol for emulsion 
for transparent masks$ Depress the 
-46-
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2 
S\vitch 
control 
control 
lever 
control 
0 
3 0 
4 
11 
10 
7 
8~ Fine X screw 
10. 
Coarse rotary lever 
.l\lask frame 
Slice chuck 
vacuum switch 
Alignment Fixture 
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bring the lamp over the align.ment 
mask frame (mask frame vacuum off), 
the mask into place 
Take care not to touc11 tl1e 
The emulsion 
It can be distin-
mask at an angle i> \iJhen the em-
wrong way!), two images will be 
its reflection from the lower 
a slice on ~the vacuum chucko If the slice is 
for indexing a particular 
place the rlat against the 
bar at t,he rear of' the chuck. Verify tha_t the 
off, the coarse Z control in the ndo\vn° 
operator) position, and the fine Z control 
Lower the mask f ra-n1e 0 
the vacuum supply to the slice, 
Lock the mask frame by switching_ 
Z control, raise the slice until 
below the mask, then turn off the 
-48-
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top of the mask is about OeOl inch 
the mask frame. Turn the coarse 
position (away from the operator), 
mask is pressed against its frame 
the end of its travel. The 
separation of the mask and slice 
and spring pressure forcing them 
Turn on the mask vacuum, 
the coarse Z lever~ As a check, 
to verify that the mask drons 
This check must be repeated v1"hene,rer tl1e coarse 
moved, ·which may be necessary to bring the 
and 
slice is in the lowered 
Center the wafer under the mask with the 
This control is unlocked by de-
Then press 
the lamp/ microscope assembly, to 
over the alignment fixture. 
pressure mercury arc lamp by 
depressing the ttstart" S\vitcho The u1runp 
lamp is in operation1' 
may now be turned on, 
.for the desired exposure time (in 
-49-
Some specific exposure times are given in the 
·· Relative ultraviolet intensi·ty rr1ay be 
the variable trans-
intensity units is 
Should the intensity fall below the 
by the meter, a buzzer and flashing 
this ract0 
arc lamp emits ultraviolet radiation 
the eyes, without the victim's im-
the situationo Therefore, never 
collimator assembly while 
Do not stare at cracks 
or at reflective surfaces of the 
substrate during exposure. 
avoid damaging the lamp or power supply, 
hold the n1amp start n S\vi tch do\vn, press the 
while the lamp is burning, or attempt 
the lamp while it is still warmo (The 
about 10 kV to the elec-
which might damage the bulbo) 
waiting for the lamp's light output to 
it is convenient to focus the microscope. 
illuminator intensi ti"es can be controlled 
The illuminators are equipped vii th amber 
-50=-
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exposing the resisto anc1 
in focus~ 
will be described nexta lf 
step, no alignment is nee-
both illuminators turned on, four images 
the left and right sections of both the 
Verify that the coarse Z control is 
Then, bring the images into 
then fine rotary controlse 
the coarse X-Y knob0 Final 
the fine X and Y screwso 
mounting pedestalQ 
microscope may be 
operating the knob on the 
is achieved, the follow-
expose the slice~ 
control to the desired 
Raise the coarse Z control, and turn on 
Now depress the "rotatett S\rlitch" The 
will pivot into place over the alignment 
will automatically open for 
intervalo 
exposure, turn off the air lift, and lower the 
Then unlock the mask .frame arid S 1lling 
-51-
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which shuts off the slice vacuum. The 
removed, (a tweezer slot is provided in 
an unexposed slice~ Do 
slices, since there 
this pointo Lower and 
frame, then rotate the microscope into 
the alignment -fixture, and continue vii th 
process for the next slice~ 
ph.otoresist images must be develo~pedft 
the chemical and physical removal of the 
the resist coating@ In the case of 
development is followed by an or--
Other resists usually employ 
Development may be timed with 
spray developing yields better resolution, 
equipment is not available in our laboratory~ 
termed nfloodn 
purpose Se Develoner 
~ . 
.from plastic saueeze :.l 
Using tweezers, hold the slice over a beaker~ 
spray of developer, then, 
just below the bottle's 
ge11.tle continuous .flo\Af of sol vent 
-52..-
\r1af er. When the desired develop-
·~ 
turn the slice vertica~ly, a~nd 
top toward the bottom~ 
of solvent over the slice serves 
of resist as they are loosened from 
Development times of 30 
for 0~5 to one micron 
beaker and gently spray the 
Be sure to rinse the 
Rinsing for 15 to 30 see-
the remove residual developer 
The resist is qu~te 
do not attempt to blot or wipe it~ 
be dried by gently blo\ving clean air over 
The plastic tubing connected to the vacuum 
may be used for this purpose~ 
solvent of~f Ll1e 
Scum may result if they are allowed 
drying for 15 to 30 minutes to allow 
to evaporate, the slices can be post-
may be safely exposed to \vhite 
but with positive resists, 
must be maintained until etching 
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acid is used in the acid solution 
$ cause pain--
Unlike most other acids, HF does not 
Instead, several hours 
a throbbing pain is felto At this 
too late to aid the body tissuesc 
wise to employ 1'dry liquid chemistryn at 
Any drop of liquid, on the outside of a 
hood, or your hand, is assumed to be con-
is treated as sucho A solution of 
should be made up and kept near the 
This will aid in neutralizing and removing any 
A lab coat is a,ra~ilable to 
clothing, but it should not be used in the 
organic solvents, since they might attack 
etchant must be prepared~ One formula 
in Chapter Three, and faster etcl1es may 
the proportion of hydrofluoric 
polypropylene equipment should~ '1. oe 
by the etchant. A scale is available f.or 
-54--
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ammonium fluoride, and a plastic graduated 
provided for measuring the volume of' HF$ 
be stored in a carefully labelled sealed 
etching, load the slices onto the Teflon 
Pour the etchant, enough to cover the 
250 ml plastic beal~ere Place a larger 
deionized water adjacent to the etch 
the darkroom timer, and place the slices 
chart in Appendix II, the oxide 
be estimated~ Knowing the etch rate, the 
be approximatedc As the predetermined 
app:r0aehes, remove the carrier from the etcl1-
place it, without dripping, 
dunking it several times$ 
water, rinse it under a small 
tl1e back side of 
Since silicon is hydrophobic, v/Etter v1ill not 
surface if etching is complete~ Because 
is hydrophyllic, water wetting the sur-
oxide is still nresento Allow the ..... 
observe the color of the oxide to 
time requiredo If the re-
than 500 2 no color \aJill 
.. chart cannot be used. If necessa.ry, 
ca55-
slices to the etchant, and examine thern 
is complete, rinse the slices thorough-
water, and allow them to air dry~ 
may be poured into the sink if it is accom-
quantity of watero All equipment used 
be washed thoroughly, and aiF driedo 
re£ers to the removal of the photoresist 
its purpose. For stripping re~ 
over oxide, acids are preferred, but for 
solvents must be used to avoid 
prepare a solution of concen~ 
ratio=of roughly 3:1~ 
acid to water, or, in this case, 
than vice-versao 1rhe acid 
and splatter dangerously during 
Thereforej keep the hotplate 
the hood, and close the beaker \vith a glass 
the slices in the carrier used for etching$ 
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dilution reaction is exothermic, it may 
to heat the acid solution to maintain its 
about 100 °c and 150 °c. Boil the 
10· to 20 minutes, then transfe.r the slice 
a beaker filled with deionized water~ and 
Allow the acid to cool before 
plumbing@ 
stripping may be. accomplished simply by 
slice with an organic sol vent, and sc rubbir1g 
Use trichlorethylene for negative 
Repeat \~Ii th 
clean swab until all resist appears 
For more thorough removal, the slices 
in trichlorethylene which is- heated to 
Only microscopic examination car1 re11eal 
removal is complete. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
EV Pa.LU AT ION 
will describe briefly some of the 
·evaluate the photolithography process, 
performed to check the photolith~ 
and processes described in the pre-
film may be estimated 
If a coating thickness versus spin 
for examnle"' 
- . 
be estimated, based on a 
speede Solvent evaporation 
photoresist supply may alter the 
introducing errore 
the color of the resist film may 
A color chart 
dioxide films may be used, vJi th the thick-
the factor 
d = ~ "n46 x de hart 
photoresist's index of refraction, and d 
thickness. In order to use this method, the 
be coated on an unoxidized silicon slice$ 
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be exan1ined 11nder· v1hite 
resiste 
offers a more accurate means of 
If monochromatic light is 
shine through a partially reflective optical 
is slightly separated from, but nearly parallel 
film, a series of interference fringes will 
a groove is present in the resist coating, 
the slice is ready for etching, the 
appear to shift as they cross the walls of 
the walls slope gradually, the fringes 
visually (with a microscope) and the 
For a transparent film 
thickness is equal to 
A sodium vapor lamp pro-
of monochromatic light, with 
to 0.589 microno 
microscope can be used to • exarrtine 
pinholes, particulate 
or development, and 
Darkfield illumination 
as small as Oo5 micron readily visible?3 
illu~ination, incomplete development 
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resists, excessive oxide undercutting 
placing the mask and an etched wafer 
When properly aligned, the 
vJi th the maslc 
the case, undercutting is ex-
effective method of testing a 
etch resistance is simply to etch 
oxidize~d slice (for example 10 000 i) in a 
(for example 25 1l / second) G If the resist 
conditions, it will surely 
under less stringent conditionso 
of la5 inch diameter silicon slices, ox-
negative-
· ' · · t "'ne in --ces-r:;ing 
--
and processes@ Because mask 
not yet been established at 
available for test purposes. 
containing 20 mil squares 
mil lines, with 5 mil circles centered 
were spin coated at about 10 OO·O rpm, 
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of 50 relative ultraviolet in-
for 10 minutes at 80 °c, post-
and etched in a 13 i/sec 
were varied to produce 
Resist (KTFR) \vas tested .first~ 
too thick :for use, so it. \'\fas 
: 1 pa.rt thinner, to yield a 
about 100 cps.e Even at this dilution, 
dif.ficulty was experienced in forcing the 
large number of' 
one micron, in the 
and a considerable number of 
trapp:ed on the surface of the filter e 
is filtered during bottling, it is 
are gels resulting from 
caused by improper 
o~ the KTFR coating, 
about ·5 000 Jlll) '11h-is figure correlates 
thickness versus spin speed graph and color 
coating thicknesso Trial slices were 
ttfllo, .four, and eight seconds, and 
1rhe one second 
obviously underexposed, while the 
--61-
slices demonstrated nearly 
edge definition~ The 30 
second rinse, proved to 
particles of photoresist 
areaso Because of the 
results,· these slices were not etched~ 
set of l{TFR-coated slices 1.vas exposed for 
· t1 flo.od 11 developed for 45 seconds, and 
These exhibited complete ex-
of the resiste The slices were 
i/second etcho The observed etch 
0 
a) of the etchant sol-
good, and de-
matter in the 
(This substantiates 
Micro-Neg resist was used to coat another 
The thickness of this coating, as 
~1as about 7 800 ie Tl1is 
well with other thickness estimatese 
experienced in filtering the fv1icro-
resist produced a coating \vhich 
rree o~ particulate matter~ 
slices were again exposed for one, t\tJO, 
-62-
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developed for 45 seconds, and 
secondso The one second slice was grossly 
with most of the images washed off by 
The two second slice was very slightly 
indicated by poor edge definition and 
of the exposed resist areas~ The four 
slices were judged properly exposedQ 
As before, the slices were etched ir1 a 13 ).\/ second 
· This time, the observed etch rate vJas very nearly-
the etchant was at room temperature 
· Adhesion and etch resistance of tl1e f ot1r arid 
even the under-
adequateo Solvent 
easier than KTFR. 
the tests described above indicate 
is a superior negative resist. ~rocess 
using I"licro-Neg with our equipment may 
as :follows: 
slice at 10 000 r·pm, using undiluted re5,1 st. 
minutes at 80 °co 
at 50 relative UV units~ 
0 HflOOdn using 
to 30 seconds. 
20 minutes at 100 °Co 
strip with trichlorethylenee 
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techni(Jue * 
.... 1 ... 
'I 
Unf'ortunately, there was no opportunity to test 
Consideration of the 
sucb as the non-alkaline 
the fabrication of MOS devicese 
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APPENDIX I 
PHOTORESIST DATA 
coating thickness 
ht . t ~h·· ~ po ores1s s .. ~ is 
information sup-
Care must be used in in-
graphs, since the 
different nstandard 11 light 
their products. 
4 6 8 
Spin Speed (x 1 000 rpm) 
10 
Thickness of Undiluted Micro-Neg. (24) 
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6 8 10 
Spin Speed (x 1 000 rpm) 
Thickness of KTFR diluted 1:1~ (3) 
3 4- 5 
(x 1 000 i) Wavelength 
Spectral Sensitivity of KTFR 
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6 
(25) 
20 000 
4 6 8 
Spin Speed (x 1 000 rpm) 
Coating Thickness of -~Z 1350 he (26) 
3 4 5 6 
'.PJavelength (x 1 000 i) 
· Spectral Sensitivity of ltZ 1350 h c 
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(26) 
' 
' 
. 
~ 
~
.
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---
4 6 8 10 
Spin Speed (x 1 000 rpm) Coating thickness of Microline 1020 (27) 
,~ 
0 
3 4- 5 
\vavelength (x 1 000 i) 
Sensitivity of Microline 102~ (27) 
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APPE}JDIX II 
COLOR CHART FOR Si02 FILMS 
as vie\ved under 
For films t\li th 
of refraction, the thickness will be 
d - 1 .4-5 
nfilm 
X dchart 
and n is the index of refraction. 
Color Description 
Tan 
Brown· 
Dark violet to red-violet 
Royal blue 
Light blue to metallic blue 
Metallic to light yellow-green 
Ligqt gold or yellow 
Gold with slight yellow~orange 
Orange to melon 
Red-violet 
Blue to violet-blue 
Blue 
Blue to blue-green 
Light green 
Green to yellow-green 
Yelloiv-green 
Green-yellow 
Yellow 
Light orange 
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Color Description 
Carnation pir1k 
Violet-red 
Red-violet 
Violet 
Blue-violet 
Blue 
Blue-green 
Green 
Yellow-green 
Green-yellow 
Yellow or creamy gray 
Light orange to pink 
Carnation pink 
Violet-red 
''Bluish" bet~Jeen violet and green 
Blue-green to green 
"Yellowishn 
Orange 
Sal1non 
Dull, light red~violet 
Violet 
Blue-=violet 
Blue 
Blue-green 
Dull yellow-green 
Yellow to nyello1t1ish u 
Orange 
Carnation pink 
from reference 28) 
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VITA 
son of Harold Cc and Hattie CQ 
on January 11, 1950, in Allentown, 
received the Bachelor of Science in 
degree, with Highest Honors, 
in June, 1971. 
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